Meet our wine tourism experiences
FIRST ENCOUNTER VISIT
Pago Casa Gran, a privileged landscape in which to discover unique artisanal wines.
We define ourselves as artisans of the land, our wines being an expression of our land
and its history. Come and meet our paradise with this First Encounter visit.
With this wine tourism experience you will get to know our way of working, on the
ground and you will discover our unique wines.
Price:
Adult (+18 years old): 15€/person
Kid (until 17 years old): 8€/person
The price includes:
- Explanation of the vineyards and our way of working, on the ground and a visit to the
barrel room.
- Tasting of 3 wines in our tasting room. We will accompany it with km0 local products,
typical of the area.
- Gift of a glass of wine.
- Approximate duration: 90 minutes.
Timetable: 11 o’clock every Saturday

COUNTRYSIDE VISIT
At Pago Casa Gran we try to maintain the perfect balance between technology and
ancient techniques, all to obtain the best quality of the grapes with which to make the
wine you will enjoy. Come to know this paradise with the Countryside Visit.
With this visit you will have a complete and technical explanation of the vineyards, we
will walk between the vineyards to the foot of the Bastida.
*To book this activity, it is necessary to have done before "First Encounter visit "
Price:
Adult (+18 years old): 35€/person
Kid (until 17 years old): 20€/person
Timetable: 11 o’clock Saturday subject to availability.

Do not forget:
- Bring comfortable shoes
- Bring the booking document when you arrive to the visit
- It is not an accessible activity.
- It is not suitable for families with children.
- In case of visits with children, they must be always in the company of a responsible
adult.
Method of payment:
- Required percentage: 100%
Payment will be made in full by POS (credit or debit card) at the time of booking.
Cancellation free of charge up to 2 days before.
100% total refund up to 48 hours before the start of the visit, for total and partial
refunds (modification of the number of places contracted).
After that time, the amount of the visit will not be refunded.
The client may request a change of date of his reservation up to 48 hours before the
date of the visit. The change will be subject to availability.

